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Outdoor Lawn Games

Spikeball 

Spikeball is a great

outdoor game that can

be played at beaches,

backyards,  or inside a

gymnasium. The

municipality has two

Spikeball Pro sets

available to rent. 

Ladder Ball

Ladder ball is great for

indoor and outoor

play. toss the bolos

onto the rungs to score

points. The set

includes two ladders

and six bolos with

plastic balls

Giant Checkers 

Checkers is played 1

on 1. The rules are: A

peice making a

capturing move (a

jump) leaps over one

of the oponents

peices, landing in a

straight diagonal

line on the other

side. Only one peice

may be captured in a

single jump;

however, multiple

jumps are allowed

during a single turn.

Giant Jenga 

Jenga can be played with as many people

as you'd like. The rules is to take one

block from any level of the tower( except

the one below an incomplete top level,)

and placing it on the topmost level in

order to complete it. The game ends

when the tower falls completely or if any

block falls from the tower.



Disc Slam

Bocce Ball

This game is a great low

intensity game, which is

great to play in your

yard, or at a beach.

Bocce Ball can be played

with 2-8 players. 

Lawn Darts

Lawn dart sets comes

with targets, and 4 total

darts. Excellent outdoor

game to be played in

backyard, parks and

trails. 

Horse Shoe

Horse shoe game kit

comes with two steaks,

four metal horse shoes (2

grey, 2 red). 

Spikebuoy

This game is 

spikeball in water.  

Excellent to bring to 

your pool, lake, or 

beach! Set comes 

with 5 leg floats and

one anchor bag. 

Spikeball set and bag 

does not come with 

this set. 

Crossnet

Crossnet is a great 

outdoor game that can 

be played at the beach 

or your backyard. 

Crossnet is a game 

where four squares 

meets volleyball, and 

the nets can be 

adjusted for 

appropriate age groups

The Go! Gater Folding 

Disc Slam Set is a great 

addition to your outdoor 

fun! Set includes two 

folding disc slam targets 

(color may vary), one 

Gater flying disc, one 

complete set of game 

rules and instructions.



Snowshoes

Shuffle Toss

Each team has four bean bags and tries to toss
the bags onto the board to score points. If the
team lands in the pit of doom, that team loses
three points. first team that reaches 21 points

wins. 

Winter Equipment

Snowshoes are great way
to hike during the

wintertime. Snowshoes
come in different sizes.

Nordic Walking Poles

Nording walking poles help you
propel forward and upward
while providing traction and
stability. Nordic walking is a
total body version of walking
that can be enjoyed both by

non-athletes as a health
promoting physical activity, and

by athletes as a sport 

Sport Equipment

Soccer Balls

We have size 3 soccer balls
available to borrow. 

Tennis Rackets

Wilson Tennis Rackets that
comes with a cover. 

Badminton 

Rackets

We have some youth sized
rackets with birdies. 



Adaptive Equipment
Hippocampe

An all terrain wheelchair that give the rider
freedom to go anywhere to enjoy the

outdoors. Riders are provided with access
to difficult terrain, such as beach, snow,

mountains and swimming areas. It is
lightweight, compact, waterproof, buyont

can be pushed or self propelled.The
Hippocampe has a weight restriction of

250-300 lbs. 

Water Recreation

Kayaks

We have five 10 feet sit on kayaks, and 
three 10 feet sit on kayaks that includes 
paddles, life jackets, and Fox 40 Marine 
Safety Kits. These kayaks are great for 
paddling in calm waters in a lake, and in 
calm waters on the ocean shore. These 

kayaks are not intended to paddle in 
winds exceeding 10 knots or 18 

kilometers an hour. 



Outdoor Equipment

Skateboards

We have two recreational skateboards to 
be borrowed. The skateboard also comes 

woth one set of elbow pads and knee 
pads to be worn. 

Binoculars

We have four binoculars to be borrowed. 
The Municipality of Barrington is known to 

be a great bird watching area, so come 
and grabe some binoculars while you go 

for an adventure.
Scooters

 

Pogo Stick

 

We have two recreational scooters to be 

borrowed. The skateboard also comes 

woth one set of elbow pads and knee pads 

to be worn. The scooters are suitable for 

age 8-12.

We have one set of recreational pogo stick 

to bounce around! The pogo stick are 

suitable for ages 8 and up. 

Safety Vests

We have 8 safety vests available to be 

borrowed. These vests are very helpful if 

you are planning on walking or cycling 

trails during hunting season, or walking or 

biking on the roads at night.



Outdoor Ninja 

Course

The Outdoor Ninja Course is a great kit to 

have for backyard fun. This kit is for kids 

aged 5 and over.

Mountain Bicycles

2x Supercycle Outlook 

Dual Suspension 

Mountain Bike, 21- 

Speed, 26-in

 

CCM SL 2.0 Dual 

Suspension , Mountain 

Bike, For Adults, 19-in 

Frame, 26-in

 

The Municipality has 6 mountain bicycles available.

Mountain bicycle are excellent for trails and rough

terrain. You can bike on the pavement with these

bicycles but hybrid bicycles track better on pavement.



CCM Verge Dual 

Suspension Mountain 

Bike, 21-Speed, 27.5-in

 

2x Supercycle

1800 Youth Rigid 

Mountain Bike, 

Black, 24-in

 



Raleigh Overtake 

Hybrid Bike, White, 

21-Speed, 700 C

 

Raleigh Route Hybrid 

Bike, Grey, 21-Speed, 

700 C

 

Hybrid  Bicycles
Hybrid bicycles are great bicycles to cycle on 

pavements but if you are wanting to bike on trails or 

rough terrain, we reccomend going with the mountain 

bicycles. We have two hybrid bicycles available to 

borrow.


